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A list of selhelp questions and instructions for completing tile' questions--are at the end of eadhsection. If you encounter difficulties in using the
manualiplease consult your county agricultural extension agent or 'representative
of the Michigan Department of Agriculture for assistance.

Seme suggestions on studying the-manual are:

. Find a place and time/for study where you will not be disturbed.

. Read'the entire manual throUgh once to understand the scope and form of
_presefitation of the material.

Then study one section of the manual at'a time. You may want to
underline .iMportant points in the manual or-take written notes as you
study the Section.

a4. Answer, in writing, 0e self-help questions at the end of the manual.
Astructions on how to use the self-help questiongin your study are
cluaed with the questions. These questions are intended to aid you

inryour study and to help you evaluate your knowledgevof the subject.
As such, they are an important part of your study.

5. Reread- the entire'manual once again when you have finished studying it all.
Review-with care any sections that you feel you do not fully understand.

This manual is intended to help you use pesticides effectively,and safely
when they are needed. We hope that you will review it occasionally to keepthe materlal,fresVn your mind.
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INTRODUCTION

Effective aerial application requires:

. close cooperation between applicator

and grower when planning a job,

consideration of the effects of the

enviro nt;,

consideration for the safety o people,

animals, and nontarget crops;

correct and well-maintained equipment;

accurate and uniform applichtion;

a competent pilot;eand

. adherence to the planned procedure

Limitations of aerial application are:

need for correct weather conditions,

difficulty in treating areaskcontain-

ing obstructions,...

difficulty in treating small or irregu-

shaped areas; and

long ferrying dibthnCes.

DISPERSAL EQUIPMENT

Both fixed- and rotarywing aircraft are

used for aerial application. Metering and

dispersal equipment'on the aircraft must meter
,

correct quantities of pesticide formulations

aid deliver them uniformly. The eq4pment

must be accurate so it' can,be calibrated

correctly..

Liquid Systems

Liquid dispersal systems

consist of:

tank,

agitation system,

pump,

piping and fittings,

filters (screens),

,boom, and/

nozzles:

,These systems may be wind- driven

or they may be hydraulic or

mechanical; th

aircraft engine.

Tank: The tank should be

leakproof and corrosion-resistant.

It should have a mechanism for

emptying the-contents quickly in

the case of emergency. The air-

craft must have a guaga, that

measures tank contents. The tank

should be fitted with-an air

vent--a tube type or a spring-

loaded flhpper valve.

Agitation syste Most

pesticide formulatioi1s frequire.,

some form of agitation during

application.

0'
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Pump: The'pump system must be able

to deliver lfrgeoquantities of liquid material

per unit of time. Wind-driven pumps,must have

a workable brake.

Piling and fittings: Main piping and./

fittings should have a large diameter

(appr9ximately 2 inchdg) in order to apply

high. volumes of liquids, and a smaller

di t (approximately 1 inch) for 1ow-i

volume application. SMaller piping is

adequate on helicopters because oftheir
1

:ilower application speed.

10

Filters: Correctly sized linelilters

-.and nozzle filters (screens) will prevent
,

nozzle clogging. Screen sizes range from

-20 to 100 mesh, according to', the size of the

nozzle opening (larger mesh (20) lor1Arger

nozzles). Screens should be located'. between

Vie taitk and pump or between the pumpand

tBe boom.

U

Boom: Thy boom supports and sup*.es the

will guide you in your choice.

A unif5m spray pattern ,depends on

correct nozzle placement on the boom.

The sprAy pattern shifts in

the direction of propeller rotation.

Adjusting the distance between the

nozzles on the boom he4ps to correct

this problem (see Illultration below).

Placing end nozzles inboard will

,prevent the wingtip vortex from

trapping fine..droplets, causing

uneven distribution and drift.

, nozzles. When the boom is located neia4the

.1railing edge of the wing, Clearance betwegn

. control surfaces of the wing and,the-boom.s

essential. End caps on the boom niakit

easier to flush the boom and noz4es. The

boom should have -a Rositik shutIff

Nozzles: Special nozzles are available

..! for use in aircraft. yetems. They must be "'
-;,7---of e nozzle in relation to the//equipped.with an antisiphoLor nondrip.'

(..;)
ca(--

check Valve. Manufacturer's specifications.

Front View of Variable Distance Nozzle Placement

fl

Nozzle Placement on a. helicopter '

boom may be-uniform eept where the
-, ,

s of t aircraft '''it,
spray may hit part

such as the skids. A rear section

boom is sometimes used to help keep

:sp y off the helicopter. The Angle

, 4,

directionof-travel affeFts droplet



size (see illustration below). Flight

speed' also has an effect on the size

of droplets.

This nozzle position
produces

coarse droplets

This nozzle position
prliduces

medium droplets

ULV Systems

Ultra law.volUme (ULV) spraying

requires a special liquid diyersal system. ,

Manufacturers cam supply specifications for

ULt systems Few pesticides are lapeled for

ultra low vitlume aerial application:

r--

j

This nozzle position
produces.

tine droplets

Not this
(spray collects
on structure)

Dry Systems

These stems may be used for applyin4,

dry`fomulations such as dustsi-granules,

And baits. The aapplication equipment ,and

the size, shape, density, and flowability

of the materfalsaffect swath. width and

pattern. The hopper.must have walls,
o L

-3- lg

eep enough to ensure uninterrupted i

fl w, and have a..144 that will close

tightly. Ailagitator will keee fine

mat rialg frombAdging. The air

vent should be either a spring-

loade flapper valve,or tube type.

An adj stable gate is frequently

used t' regulate flow rate. It

must haVe a tight seal when closed.

and is not leaking.,

a

CALIBRATION '

Calibration is adjusting .34;bur

equ4mentto apply the desired rate

of pestiade.. Callbration.is

especially ii ortant in aerial appli

I
T,A

/cation, since large areas are covered

in ashort time. Cii-biate°often to

be sure that the equipment is'adjust-

ed correctly.
A

Liquid Systems

. Here are ,the basic steps'in

sprayer calibration:

betrmine the crest -yourour air-

'craft's' system treats 'per minute ..
at the speed and/height.yoti,plap

to fly.'

Fire thee gallons you must spray

.ti

per minute to apply theA-Oeommend-
/

ed rate. / '

Sele4 the size and number/Of

nozz4A yps which will delii,ret,,

the correct. number of gallon*



per minute, at the'operatini pressure .o
a ,

your system. Use the nozzle manufac-

turer's specifications as guide.

Make a'trial.run.

Determine the amount, of chemical.to add

to the tank.-

The follaWing example will explain these'

Nasic steps. Your aircraft has a 30t- gallon

.tank. The effective swath width is. 50 feet.

You plan to spray at rOemph.at. a height of

8-10. feet, The chemical is to be applied at

the rate of.1 pint per 3 gallons of spray per

acre. The operating pressure will be 40
.psi.

Determine acres per minute coveted,
,a

Acres minute = ,

lour e

ath width .(4.), speed (mph)

14106

2x5 0.100

1,000 = 10 ams per minute

The tat:4e below will tell you the acres

covered per minute when swath width and

aircraft speed are known.

Acres. Per Minlitk for Various Speeds and Swath

Widths

Speed Swathltrilh (Feet)
(mph) 30 45 40 a 45 50 75
40 2.4 2.8 3.2 3.6 4.0 6.0
50 .- 3:0 3.,5 4.0 4.5 5.0 7.5
60 3.6 4.2 4.8 155.4 6.e49.0
70 le 4.2 4:9 5.6 6.3 7.0 Z0.5

. 80 4.8 5. 6 '6.4 7.2 8.0 Z2.0
90 5:4 6.3W 7.2 8.Z 9.0 Z3.5
ZOO 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 Z0.0 Z5.0
110 6.6 -7.7 8.8 9.9 11.0.Z6.5
Z20 7.2 8.4, 9.6 Z0..8 Z2.0 Z8.0

ZOO

8.0
10.0
42.0

0.0
Z6.0
Z81.0

20.0
22.0
24.0

200

Z6.0
20.0
24.0
28:0
32.0
36.0
40.0
44.0
48.0

Determine gallons per minute (gpW'required

in our example; ex10=30 galldhs per minute.
eh'

sure your pump can deliver this volume.)

-4-J

Select thd nozzle!. First

determine the gpm\per nozzle

that would deliyer\iiie/requited

30 gpm flow. Most agricultural

aircraft boOtT can ccommodate

about 40' nozzles, b f

cators prefer to use\the smallest

number. that will ptovide_a

uniform pattern.. /Let's assume

you choose to fuse; 26 nozzles

The gpm per nozzle is determined

this. way:

- r

gpm pei/;ozzle = gpm required
number of nozzles

In our example, 30 = 1.16 gpm per
.

nozzle 426

lou'chose a preasure of 40 psi. Using
the manufactureea,catalog, select a

nozzle delivering 1.16 gpm at 40 psi.,

u may find that the nozzle closest

to your needs deliera only 1,10:gpm.

This small-difference can - be adjusted' by

increasing the,Ptessure.

Make a trial run to cher&the

system. Aftet installing 26 of
tthe sel3cted nozzles, make, a tlial

calibration test flight:t be Are y
. .

are spraying at the cos t rate.

Fill the tanks with water to a 1

known level nn a level apron or strip
,I"

1

Fly' the airraft at the aelected 100.
.

)

:Du

mph airspee

-'for a timed

example).

the saw poi

ofd water n

the origin

and at the selected pressure

period (60 seconds in this:

rpag the aircraft back to

int,anemeasure the amount__

eded to the tank'tO

1 mark. Divide the number



Of gallons '.used e nUmlier.cif:acres
-

treated to determine(10 in this ex

the gallons ycnare spraying per.acre.

o Determine{ the amount of ch6micall.to )

add to the :tank.

Chemical per tank =acres per tankXchemical

recommended per acre
0

Acres perwer .

4

Th our

t ank .=
gallons per tank
.gallons per acre

example,
aoo gallons per-, ank
3 gallonS per acre

100 acres per talk

100 acres per tankXl pint per
.

intq (12.5gallons) per tank .9

=

acre = 100

Dry Systems

Make several test flights with

preader installed todetermine the

of material mopred out for.a_giVen_

the

quantity

gate_setting.

Helicopters may use electric yr hydraul

blowers and the material ca be caught

measured while running up o the ground, iCou

should use inert (blank) granules of the same

size and density as those in the formulation

to b4(applied. Operate the spreader for a

'iiafed-piriod of time (at least 30 seconds).

the quantity needed to refill'the hopper.

It may take three or more trial gate settihs

c air

nd

Wei

,

t.o determihe drone that will give the required

discharge in iOunAt per minute ofgranular

material. To find the\pounds per acre being

applied, divide the pounds Per minute.

it
(.

PATTERN TESTING

Check the swath 'pattern to

-make sure the distribution :across

the swath is as uniform as possible.

Both helicopters andfixed-wing

,aircrattcreate.wind currents

(vortices),,that affect the 'swath

pattern. The.tests,must duplicate

the airspeed, height of'flight,

spray pressure; and nozzle angle

and placement or gate settings

a that will be used for the actual
\

appliCation. Make pattern tests

in calm air (winds less than 3

mph) to avoid distortion ccused

by crosswinds. The best way-to

te4t a liquid pattern is to add
4,

a tracer (dye or fluorepcent

material) to the water'in the*

tank(s).of the aircraft. d

patterRtesting, use a blank

(npntoxic? material-wit.h prop-

erties similar to the formulati

to be applied. Collect theRtest

material o paper (fir liquids)

or in buckets for dry materials)

placed'across the,flightpath on

the grouPd. Observation of'thE

4ticollected materials will show the

actual'swath pattern:
rao -

ry

on



buiion if flight swaths are spaced perfectly:.

Thb trapezoidal and triangular patterns re.,
. N

better, however, because they allow'f r some:

spacing swaths. They give uniform

7

rectangular pattern gives e fect distri-TresSUre

err

dist ibution across -the field except lor

first and last swaths.

Pressure should be. around 40-
.

50'psi (pounds per bquare inch) .

Choose the pressure near this range

that'will combine with,your selected

swath vidih, airspeed, and nozzle

type to give, the correct rate of

'cation and desired droplet size.

With most nozzle types, droplet size

riecreases as punip pressure increases.
,.

Use pressure gauges,to indicate boom '
1 4

Rectangular
pattern

gives perfect but is, poor
distribution with
with perfect irnyeriect

spacing spacing,

Twe oidal ,

Pa Pm
also gives perfect -and less

distribution variation
With perfect. with

stiaaing imperfect.
spacing.

or pumpA3 ressure.
,.

Triancrlar . also gives perfe
pattern

TA

distribution.
With perfect, ,

spacing

and

pat

the ong axis Of'the:fieldwill:,

reduce .the number of turns;- Ton

pilot safety.start:treattent. on the

doWnWin idenfthe field if

are:low7Speed troSswilida:- 'ThiS

preVenta-fling through" the previous

(See4diagraMilyelow.-) To
).

prevent skips and drift; stop ' flying

wind apeed increaSes excessively.
4

ight Patterns

or retangt,lar fields, fly back

forth across the field' in

llel Ines. Flying parallel to

and less
variation

with
imperfect
spat m

When an airdtaft has been calibrated ,

the airspeed, spray pressure (or Late

setting f7r dry materials), height of flight,

and effective-swath width are fixed. .Applica-

tions eiust be made at the same settings. G,'

k.

K

-6-
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If the area is too rugged or steep for

Ai. spattern,flight lines shouldfollow.:the

c toursofthe
..

lOpes.: When the -area is too
:

deep for c*tou.r work, Make:allapplicatiOna
?

downelope,

Swath Marking

N
Swaths can be marked with permanent or

-semipe.uanint flags setabove the" height of,

the crop to guide the pilot. This method

useful if the field-will be-treated

several , tigneS A season.

Two flagme can help therpilot line up

on the field. When he pilohas,;ined up

on his swath, the nearer flagman starts pacing

off (or counting crop' rows) to the next swath.

Flagmen 'should avoid being'dIrectly Sprayed-on,

and they should never turntheirk,backs.toward

doirection$ before dropping.intdtheli

fieldagainfor_the next. swath (see
diagrath below).

,

Wihd
Direction

sle

Proper Turnaround

Let'

Let

Down

Poll

lanrincOMing Arcraft. When the .aircraft-is being

rflown parallel'to a. row crop, one. flagman' can

identify the Swath'row for the pilot.

Automatictflagmenarepft n used.# These

'devicesattached tt7the'aiicraft,and controlled

hy the pilot, releaLe'weighted'str j = rs. The

steamers give the pilot a-ids
.

him judge the next swath. Helicopters on

applications may not need flagmen. '

mark to help
'

Their:short turnaroundErallow

the next swath easily.

Turnaround

them to lOdate
o

tr'

Obstructions

If there are obstructions (trees,

power andstelephone lines. or:buildingS)..
.

:

.

outsidethe field atthebeginning
,

end.of the swath, turn the equipment

on late or shut it off early. When

ihe field is completed, fly oneor

two swathErdrosswise (parallel to" the

obstruction), to complete-the.job.

Obstructions inside the:field

should be treated in the same w4.

.Skip the area around the obstruction

At the end of.eachswath, the pilot, should:

shut off that, dispersal eqUipment!and. pull up out

of the field before-beginning his turn. Complete

the turn soon enough to erm4t slight course

-

12

and, spot treat it later.

Areas.next to buildings, resi-

dences, liveetock,,nontarget crops.-

or waterways shduld be treated with

caution:



ly parallel to the sensitive area.

Leave a border of untreated crop to

avoid possible ift onto the area.

makin rns over dwellings

where possible.
zr

Strong downwash
and vortices area

Shut oft here

Strong downwash
and vortices area -4 Wind

Start here

Wind

Adjust distance to compensate for drift

-8-

PROTECTING THE

ENVIRONMENT

Controlling Drift

Drift is the airborne movement

of spray, granule, or dust particles

to places other than the target area.

roperly controlled drift may Help

t e pesticide reach the target. Ae

d

ft is harmful when it causes

ge in nontarget areas.

The main factors that must be

consi d in controlling drift are

discussed below.

Droplet size: Droplet size is

one of the most important factors

affecting drift. Small droplets are

a much greater drift hazard than

large droplets. Small droplets stay

in the air longer because they fall

more slowly, and they are more easily

--carried by wind currents becauie they

are lighter,

Pesticide spray systems cannot

produce a completely uniform droplet

size. Rather, they produce a range

of droplet sizes.

Nozzle type and pressure are

important factors affecting droplet

size. In general, the size of drop-

lets decreases as the size of the

nozzle opening decreases or the

pressureincreases.



The position of nozzles on the boom also

affects drbplet size (see equipment .section).

You can get chemical adjuvants which

affect droplet size:

o Thickenin agents'may be added to spray

mixtures to create larger spray particles.

However, the airstream may break these large

droplets into smaller ones.

Surfactants are sometimes addetd tospray

solutions to create smaller drop

improve coverage, and increase ettability

of the Spray. Be sure that droplets are

not so small that they create a drift problem.

A measurementeof-nbzzle performance is the

Volume M.
- -

Diameter (VMD) of the droplets it

produces The VMD is the droplet diameter that

satisfies the condition that half of the spray

volume consists of drops larger and half

'consists of drops smaller/

Drift Distance of a 2.8% Oil/Water Emulsion

Applied During Strong Temperature Inversion at

Boom Height of 5 feet and Wind Speed Less

Than 5 mph.
04

Final VMD. Distance Downwind
(micrometers) (feet)

400 50
200 Z50
Z00 400'

5V 2320 (L/4 mile)

Weather: Droplet size is one of the most

important factors affecting drift. Small drop-

lets are a much greater drift hazard than large

droplets. Small droplets stay in the air

longer because they fall more slowly, and they

4

-9-

are more easily carried wind
currents because they are lighter. 41

Pesticide s2ry systems cannot

produce,a completely Uniform drop-

let size. Rather,
\
tterpro e a

range of droplet sizes..

Nozzle type and presure aan
important factors affecting droplet

size. In general, the size of

droplets decreases as the size ot,

te nozzle opening decreases or, the

pressure.increases.

An inversion layer exists in

still air that:.

is cooleseat the ground level,

gets warmer Up to-acertain

height, and

gets cooler from that point on

up..

Particles released into the

cool'air layer at ground level dur=

ing an inversion have a minimum

upward movement. The slightest air

,movement can cause this mass of

,pericles to drift .for great

distances before the particles fall.

A lapse eklats when the air:.

is warmest at ground level, and

op gets continuously cooler at

higher elgvations. -

'During a strong lapse, the warm

air near Ole ground rises, carrying

very small
,#
pestIcide particles with I



it.' An applicator should at least be aware

110 of these two conditions, because sometimes

they can ba severe enouh to cause serious

drift proems.
.10

Vaporization: Another type of pesticide

megrent is called vaporization (Vapor'drift)-

the volatiliiation of an active ingredient dur ng

or after applicat on.. You must know which, esti-.

cides are highly vo' evaporate easily?.

High temperatures or other climatic conditions

May cause vaporization of some active ingiedi-

ents. Apply.them during periods of relatively

low temperature and high humidity. Use active

ingredients with low volatility,where vapori-

zation might cause problems.

.Protecting Bees

Honey bees and other beneficial insects

can be harmed by some pesticide applicationS.

Beekeepers, aerial' applicators., and their .l

customers must cooperate clobely to protect

honey es. You can reduce bee losses signifi-

cantly y careful Planning and good communica-

tions. :ees travel for 'long distances, so use

of pesticides toxic to bees may affect hives .

outside the immediate vicinity of the treatment

area. When using materials hazardous to bees,

remind your customer to notify the beekeeper

so that he may protect his bees. With few ex-

°ceptions, dusts may be more hazardous to bees

than sprays. Time of Application is important

and depends on blooming period and attractive-

ness of the crop. Treatmen during the night

and early morning before b es are foraging is

"the safest for the bees.

-10-
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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

General- Precautions

14.

Wear protective clothing and

equipment appropriate for the

pesticide. The label oU.each

pesticide specifies the protec-

tiots

Know the pesticide being applied

and how to get emergency help if

'needed.

Avoid al/unnecessary contact

with spray or dust..

AP Change clothing and bathe after

each day's work.
S

Pilot

Avoid loading or handling highly

hazardous pesticides. ExposurW

,iotoiic pesticides couldkciuse

'1.11ness that would make it:Unsafe.

to operate, the aircraft.

:MI.-signs and symptoms of

commonly include dizziness and con-

striction of the pupils of the eyes

(myosin).. Myosis impairs visual

sharpness and can lead to fatal

accidents. Direct eye contamination

Eby organophosphate or carbamate

pesticides may cause constriction of

,p6Pils for up to 7 to 10 days with-

out any other symptoms. A pilot

who has experienced any symptoms

of pesticide poisoning should not

fly until be has had medical clearance.

illness

/4
IC.



Make preflight aircrat chdck.

Check. operation and oaIibrati of

dispersal equipment Periodidally.

Check targetarea and surroundings

for safety or drift hazards before

application.

'Avoid flying through

Do not apply pesticides over flagmen

-or. other persons. Use of permanent

Markers and automatic flagmen elimi-

nates the possibility of harm to

flagmen.

o, See that members of the ground crew

know their respOnsibilities.and are

acquainted with label precautions.

Do not fly in a. manner or at a time

which may create a hazard - -evert if

a customer insists.

Warn all people in the

about "the application.

Ground Crew

Close tanks and hoppers tightly after

filling.

treatment area-

RemOve any spiled-chemical.

Clean aircraft, especially the

cockpit, frequently.

Where possible, clean eqaptent

on..a hard-surfaced apron so-that

runoff can be colleeeed anddis.7.

posed of safely.

Do not.stand in runoff water with-

out appropite protection or allow

it to splash on you.

Flagmen

Warn all people in the treatment

area about the appliOation.

When the aircraft is lined up for

a pass, move over to the next posi-

tion.

Do not turn your back on an approach-

ing aircraft.

,Stay at the field until, the pilot

has completed the job so you can

help if-an accident occurs.

1G



SELF-HELP ESTIONS

Now that you have studied the manual, answer these qupstions. Write
g back to the text. When, rou are

see if theyare-correct by checking them
n he correct ansWer.if.your,firsti,

the answers with pencil without refe
satisfied.with your written answers,

-- in the text. Erase your answer and wr
answer is wrong.

Ve

1. What are some limitations of aerial application/

2. What size main pipin. and4fittings should be used for high volumaaerial
applications?

3. Why should end nozzles be placed inboard on fixed wing aircraft?

4. Are there many pesticides available now for ULV spraying. systems?

5. What are the basic steps in calibrating an aerial sprayer?

6. What are the basic steps in calibrating a dry system?

7. What is the advantage of having a tiahgular Or trapezoidal application
pattern?

/

8: Why should flight patterns be started on the

. 'How can swaths be marked?

d side of the field?

/-

10. What should be done if buildings or residences are next to the area to be
to be treated?

V

1. How does the size of the nozzle opening and pressure ahecedroplet size?

12. What does the term "volume median diameter" m

ti` .
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13. What is the effect of an inversion on kdrift?c.

14. Are dusts or sprays'usually more hazardous to
J
honey bees? 1

..5. Where 'can information be found on the-protective clothi4needed when
using a esticide?

: 2

This information is for cational purposes only Reference to commercial
producta or trade names es not imply discrimination qr indorsement by the
Cooperative Extension Se ce. Cooperative Exten ion Service Programs
are, opento all without egard to race, color, cr ed, or national origin.
Issued in furtherance of cooperative extension wor in agriculture and

0
home economics, acts of May 8,4and.June 30, 1914, n cooperation with the
U. S. Department of Agriculture. Cordon E. Guyer, Director, Cooperative
Extension Service, Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan 48824
IP-300-11.76-UP
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